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Press Release Summary: Online Blackjack players can now 
have a free casino 21 blackjack strategy calculator to assist 
them avoid the mistakes commonly made at the black jack 
table.  

Press Release Body: In response to a greater than before demand for 
superior personalized tutoring and education of non professionals 
internet blackjack players, Blackjack radar released a new free 
blackjack strategy perfect advisory software for the on line blackjack 
casinos game. 

Statistical data that was accumulated in blackjack halls gambling 
rooms indicate that most non professional black jack players’ major 
mistake is being caused by a wrong calculation of the blackjack21 
game odds and the choosing of strategically wrong 21Blackjack game 
moves. Black-jack basic strategy and advanced strategies calculator 
programs can dramatically reduce such likelihood of making these BJ 
mistakes. 



“Many casinos black jack player feel that now they cannot be too much 
dependable at an automated blackjack calculators recommendations – 
but the large amount of real money lost and the bad decisions taken 
while playing the hand, is far greater a concern than the basic fact that 
some pre installed strategies software will sometime prompt you with 
it’s own suggested game move” says BlackjackRadar director Greg 
Wagner. 

BlackjackRadar’s casino online blackjack strategy calculator software 
have been a very popular choice for many black jack players who 
needed a proper free education in how to play blackjack training and 
blackjack 21 strategy tips recommendation during their casino game 
play, online or off-line. However, Greg Wagner says that now more 
strategies elements are being included in the perfect blackjack 
calculator that show you exactly how to win in blackjack and how to 
play blackjack the winning way. 

“Once players get this advisor product, many of them realize that this 
is really a once in a life time education opportunity to make some 
serious changes in their own way of playing the blackjack game. To 
meet all the needs of these BJ players, we have now made the product 
decision to extend the free offering to include many links to a lot of 
training blackjack videos and articles, black jack books and strategy 
discussion forums along with freerolls online tournaments schedules 
and bonus” says Greg Wagner. 

Blackjack Radar has won many awards for being the winning 
software FREEWARE used for Casinos PC Black jack 21 expert 
winning Strategy Calculations. 

This Blackjack Calculator automatically is analyzing your online 
blackjack cards and also the dealer up card (the one that faces up) in 
each blackjack21 hand while you may practice and learn how to play 
blackjack, play for fun in online ballroom and internet casino sites, or 
even while gambling for real cash money on black jack online games, 
BlackjackRadar software provides you with all of the detailed BJ 
guidelines information based on realtime data and the most accurate 
casino blackjack optimum strategy perfect play advice, in real time 
based on the exact mathematical factors and the casinos blackjack 
game best house edge and odds calculations. You can use the Black 
jack Radar free product to learn how to win in blackjack, play 
blackjack online and gain the best competitive BJ game advantage 
always over the table dealer at your blackjack game and highly 
improve your own black-jack 21 casino game variations playing, using 



both simplified basic strategy hints and tips and the perfect expert 
advanced optimal strategies tactics. 

You can choose your preferred game style of play 21blackjack 
structure – anywhere from a single deck of blackjack cards to eight BJ 
cards deck (usually, a typical cards shoe size is six decks in many 
windows and internet computer games); just pick if the table dealer 
Stand on Soft 17 or Hit Soft 17 combination; choose the blackjack 
rules regarding the Double betting (any 2 black jack cards, the 9-11 or 
only the 10-11 cards); select if the blackjack rule regarding the Double 
After the Split bet is allowed at the table, Choose the Surrender rule 
(No surrender, only Late Surrender or Early one allowed) are in effect, 
and you can even select between the two options, the USA American 
play style (where the Dealer Peeks are allowed) or the common 
European / UK rule, Where no BJ dealers peek is ever allowed, all of 
this in a very nice, intuitive and user friendly users interface which is 
nicely blending into any of the natural online casinos blackjack hall 
room environments. With the free powerful Blackjack 21 Radar 
freeware product you will now on your way to learn all of the new 
ultimate perfect online blackjack game known beating tactics and 
secrets, the winning chart sheets, cheat sheets, strategy tables and 
chart and improve your perfect playing black Jack skills and the 21 
game play, on line on the internet and offline using the known card 
counting complete winning super system theory and methods. 

Blackjack21 Radar will instantly show you the exact blackjack casino 
21 hand odds for any basic strategy and advanced tactic, and also the 
casino dealer house odds edge based on BJ 21 math statistics 
advantage counting probabilities calculations in a very easy to read 
and understand blackjack strategy odd chart sheets layout tutorial. 

The 21blackjack radar provides to you with an expert strategy 
perfect advice at every step along your black jack game, with a very 
simple to learn, follow and very easy to understand online BJ21 game 
play recommendation tips - showing you always how to play blackjack 
the right way and win in black jack using the advance tutor game 
chart system sheet. 

The free product also adapts to your very own style of game play and 
blackjack on line casinos rules, variations and combination on the 
internet. The free-ware is made specifically geared for blackjack online 
game at internet casinos on the net, both the single table blackjack21 
games and the multi tables black-jack multiplayers tournaments on-



line, all are provided with the exact blackjack tournament strategy 
chart table lessons and tutorials. 

BJ Radar Supports both the manual tutor mode, along with the 
online and offline modes (like the ones used in Las Vegas and Atlantic 
City in real world simulations live ball room style cards counters and 
the automatic positive progressive perfect betting system predictor for 
card counting methods and techniques). 

The black jack advisor product is constantly being modified and 
updated with all of the known best of breed published recently expert 
21 BJ strategies winnings system and methods, all of the school secret 
tip advices and tricks which are always based on math and a lot of 
statistic probability based basics calculation. 

The product lists almost all upcoming online casino blackjack 
tournaments, the 21 freerolls casino schedule, and 21 blackjack 
casinos bonus promotional offers and sign up offers along with deposit 
bonuses for new players signup in blackjack rooms over the net. 

“We’re pleased now to make this great valuable innovative blackjack 
tool available to all online blackjack players for free,” said Greg 
Wagner, “What’s so nice about the blackjack Radar Strategies 
Calculator freeware is that it’s always available for you to aid you while 
you play blackjack online. We’re very confident that users will find it is 
a highly innovative solution and easy to use product while still being 
very effective, Now you can start playing the online casino blackjack 
twenty-one table games like a real PRO!” 

To download the free application, go to 
http://www.BlackjackRadar.com/. 

BlackjackRadar is the leading Black-jack Strategies software 
publisher. Blackjack Radar software product is primarily designed to 
help blackjack21 players learn, quickly adjust, and also constantly 
improve their blackjack playing skills at any BJ game level. For more 
details about the company, please visit 
http://www.BlackjackRadar.com. 
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